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Red ball 1 game friv

Philip Lee Harvey/The Image Bank/Getty Images to play the 7-Up ball game, all you need is a smooth, flat surface (a wall or a floor) and a touch ball. If you have a safe, open indoor space (without breakables), you can even play 7-Up inside. Kids can play the 7-Up game solo or with friends. The game is easy to learn, but challenging enough to keep your child's interest. Most importantly, it makes them
move to boost their physical activity time. Other names: Sevens, Seven TimesSupplies: Bouncy ball, like a tennis ball or soft, little rubber ballWhere to play: Garage, basement, driveway, playground, school farm, cul-de-sac Find a safe space to play. Outside, you need a flat area where you can safely bounce a small ball, such as a tennis ball or a rubber ball. The 7-Up game is traditionally played on a
smooth wall or even a garage door. Brick or concrete works better than aluminum sistries, and a broad space without windows works best. If you don't have a good wall to use. But you can also take the play 7-Up game against the ground. The goal of the game is to bounce the ball against the wall a set number of times while a specific skill is performed between bounces. The skills are as follows (though
variations are common; it's just a suggestion): Sevensies: Bounce the ball seven times against the wall. Catch it on the seventh time. No-wall version: Bounce the ball against the ground seven times. Sixties: Bounce the ball against the wall and then let it bounce to the ground once before catching it and throwing it again. Repeat six times. No-wall version: Throw the ball six times in the air (no bounces).
Fifties: Bounce the ball to the ground five times. No-wall version: Bounce the ball on the ground five times, but throw it hard enough so it bounces over your head. Catch up on the way down. Foursies: Bounce the ball from the ground to the wall and then back to you (that's the opposite of what you do for Sixties). Repeat four times. No-wall version: Throw up the ball, leave bounce, then catch. Repeat four
times. Threesome: First bounce the ball to the ground and then use your palm to bat the ball against the wall and then catch it before bouncing back onto the floor. Repeat three times. No-wall version: Bounce the ball, then hit it again before catching. Repeat three times. Twosies: Throw the ball under your leg and bounce off the wall and then catch. Repeat.No-wall version: Bounce the ball under your leg,
twice. Onesies: Throw the ball against the wall, turn around completely (360 degrees), then catch the ball before bouncing. No-wall version: Throw the ball in the air, do your spin while it falls and bounces, then catches. Do you want to keep playing? Repeat the entire process, but add in a slap of the hands between each throw/bounce. Then add two slaps, and so on. Or change to a finger snap, a knee lift,
or another move. There's plenty of room for creativity. Note: The game heads seven Up may have a similar name, but it's a game that doesn't incorporate much physical activity. If you need a classroom game that includes active play, try a brain break. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Clicspics/Dreamstime.com Many of the games kids play today are tried-and-true classics, but others,
like gaga ball and grounds, can make parents wonder what's going on. Here's the scoop on some unusual and unknown—yet fun and active-playground games. Ask your kids if they play it at school. They are ideal for children in upper primary school and middle school who may have outgrown other playground activities but still need really active play before, during and after the school day. Gaga (or ga-ga)
ball is a variation on dodgeball that was first played in Israel but has now become popular with camps and schools in the United States, Australia and elsewhere. It's fun, fast, and easy for kids to play. To play, you need a gaga pit, which is an octagon-shaped play area with waist-high walls. Many summer camps and schools now have their own wells, as do some trampoline parks and indoor play spaces.
You can buy brackets and wood and build your own gaga pit, but it's not cheap. Instead, approach a gaga pit by playing in an enclosed space like a racquetball court or an empty garage or basement (you need to be able to bounce the ball off the walls). Your child's school can seek donations to buy an indoor or outdoor gaga pit. Now you know why it can be a huge use of funds: It will encourage physical
exercise and a shared social activity. How it's played: Just like in dodgeball, gaga ball played with a rubber playground ball, and the object is to hit other players with the ball to eliminate them from the game. For starters, a player throws the ball into the air, letting it bounce to the ground into the pit. With each bounce, players shout Ga! After the second or third bounce (depending on what the group is used to
or agreed to), the ball is in play and the game starts. It continues until only one player remains. Unlike dodgeball, gaga is not a team sport. All players face the center of the pit and play as individuals. Even with the tight quarterbacks, it's harder to get eliminated in gagabal. You're out of the game (and the pit) if you're hit by the ball—but just below the knee, or in some versions below the waist. Players can
also be eliminated if they don't follow gaga ball rules, including: Hit the ball with one hand just-no catch, throw, or kick it. No double touches: After a player hits the ball, she can't hit it again until it touches the wall or another player. No hitting the ball out of the pit. Safety: As with any active play, there is some risk of injury. Children can be hit in the face with the ball (which is against the rules) or bump into
each other. Ideal should oversee them while in the gaga pit, which will also cut arguments on rule violations. But playing without grown-up grown-ups also helps children learn important social skills. It's a game you can literally hear, because kids repeatedly call out Grounders as they play. A large playset with climbing areas, chips, ensovory is a must for this one, a type tag that shares similarities to the pool
game Marco Polo. How it's played: One player is this. With eyes closed, he gives a starting score of 10 or 15 while the other players get into position somewhere on the playing structure. After the score, it started looking for the playing area for the other players—but he should keep his eyes closed. If he hears someone walking on or touching the ground, he shouts Grounds! and that person becomes it. It
must wait at least 5 seconds between Grounders calls. A new It should give a starting score of 10 or 15 just like at the start of the game. This one is about stealing. Safety: Yes, this one carries some risk, as the child who is it wanders the playground with eyes closed. If the thought freaks you out, teach kids a different kind of tag called Up/Down. In this game, whoever is It starts the game by calling Up or
Down. If she chooses down, that means the ground is not safe and any player can be marked on the ground. To be safe, players will have to go up, on a tree stump, park bench, playground structure, etc. Or if the game starts with Up, then the ground is safe and everything else isn't. And everyone's eyes remain open. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? The machine must be placed on
shallow ground, with all four legs firmly on the ground. I found that if one leg was slightly off the ground, the whole system would go unstable and the board would start shaking. Test the electrical It is possible that the wiring of the accelerometers and the motors in it result in the motors turning in the opposite direction towards what they should when tilting the controls. It is best tested without the strings
connecting the motor shafts to the plate. 1. Keep the board as close to horizontally as possible, and tilt the controller until the cars stop. If the controller is not horizontal, you must adjust the flat accelerometer values in the Arduino code. 2. Tilt the controls slightly into just the X or Y aircraft and the corresponding car should start turning. Tilt the plate in the same direction and the car must slow down and stop
when the council is at about the same tilt as the controller. If the car actually accelerates, you should swap the values of the variables tableXmin, tableXmax, or tableYmin, tableYmax. 3. Repeat in the other direction 4. With the plate and the controller horizontally so that the cars do not rotate, tilt the controls in one direction and look at the spin direction of the shaft that will pull the rope. If the rope was
wound at the bottom of the shaft, would it pull the plate in the correct direction? If not, reverse the wire connections on either the car or the car driver 5. Repeat in the other directionAttach the string 1. Tie a hook on one side of the string. 2. Attach it to the loop at the bottom of one edge of the board. 3. Wire it under the pulley and then housing around the shaft in the car. The rope should feed on the shaft of
the bottom of the shaft. 4. Wind three loops around the shaft and then out to the pulley on the other side. 5. Hold the board level and position the three loops around the shaft so that they are in the middle of the length of the shaft. This will avoid lying the rope to one side of the shaft when the plate reaches full tilt. 6. Tilt the board to add tensions to the end of the string already attached to the board. 7. Pull
the rope with similar tension on the other side, and attach a hook to a suitable place on the rope to keep a solid strain. 8. Attach the second hook to the loop at the bottom of the plate. 9. Tilt the board manually up and down to make sure the tension is enough to move the motor axle without slipping, but not too tight. 10. Repeat with the other string. Adjust PID factors Now, connect the battery and test the
responsiveness of the system. The board must follow the movement of the controls with minimal laughter or overshoe. To speed up the movement of the board, the KP (proportionally) increases factors in the Arduino code. If Kp is too high, the board will begin to oscillate. The increase in speed will lead to some overshoe on rapid movements. This can be reduced by raising the KD (differential) factors. If Kd
is too high, the board will oscillate wildly. You should probably experiment with Kp and Kd factors for a while to get optimal performance. The Ki (integral) factors are not required in this case, since it is more to help achieve precise absolute positioning. As the board always moves, we can ignore it so they're set at zero. Set the body controller The ranks must be attached to standing at between 900mm and
1200mm (3 to 4 feet) from the ground. One is positioned on the other side of the board from where the operator will stand. The other is about 900mm (3 feet) down to one side of the operator, orthogeneous to the first. Press the mode switch to change to body controller mode, and adjust either the position of the rangefinders, or the remoteXflat, distanceYflat variables in the Arduino code until the board is
flat when the operator stands in a central position. There is a separate set of PID variables in the Arduino code that must be customized for optimal performance. Set up the Android controller There is another set of PID variables in the Arduino code associated with the movement of the Android controller. This will need to be adjusted for optimal performance. Performance.
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